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Abstract 
All polynomial many-one degrees are shown to be of second Baire category in the superset 
topology when witness functions are allowed to run in 2 log”” time, for any h. Any improvement 
of this result for the complete p-m-degrees of RE, EXP or NP implies P # NP or the 
nonisomorphism of the NP-complete sets. 
1. Introduction 
Understanding the properties of complete degrees is a central theme of research in 
complexity theory. Questions like 
l Are complete sets p-creative for P? 
l Are all complete sets paddable? Are they self-reducible? 
l Do all complete sets contain infinite polynomial time sets? 
l Which are the collapsing complete degrees, i.e., degrees consisting of only one 
p-isomorphism type? 
have direct, decisive implications on the relation between the most important com- 
plexity classes. Kurtz et al. have written an excellent survey of these topics [12]. 
In this work we pursue the study of the topological size of some interesting classes 
of sets begun in L-171, focusing this time on complete degrees under the p-m-reduction. 
It is argued in [17] that neither the standard Cantor topology nor “the next natural” 
superset opology are adequate for studying the topological size of classes inside NP. 
Instead, a combination of the two is proposed. Each finite string veC* defines the 
basicopenset U, = {weF’lVi < Ivl[v(i) = 1 =S w(i) = l]}. Thus if we identify a set 
A E C* with the binary infinite sequence WEF representing its characteristic func- 
tion, U, consists of all sets that extends the finite set encoded by v. A class of sets 
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C c C” is effectively nowhere dense if there is a recursive functionf; called the witness 
function, such that for all UEC*, u is a prefix off(u) and Ufcvj n C = 0. A class of sets 
C c C” is effectively meagre (or effectively of the first category), if C is the countable 
union of a uniform collection of effectively nowhere dense sets, and is of the second 
category if it is not of the first category. 
It is shown in [17] that if P # NP, then the class of NP-complete sets under 
p-Turing reducibility is effectively meagre. In fact, by the same argument, one can 
show that if C is any class not contained in P, the class of C p-Turing complete sets is 
effectively meagre. 
In this work, we refine our tools, and admit witness functions with bounded 
resources. Thus if r is a complexity class for functions, we say that C is r-nowhere 
dense if the witness function is in r. The notions of I’-meagre class and r-second 
category class are defined exactly the same way as above. We mean that the witness 
function for each class in the countable union must be obtained in an effective, 
uniform way, but there is no complexity restriction for this operation. 
We study the following question for different classes C: what is the largest class 
r such that the class of C p-m-complete sets is r-second category? We show that all 
p-m-degrees are DTIME[2’0gh”]- second category for all h in N and provide evidence 
that, given the current known proof techniques, this is most probably the optimal 
result for the p-m-complete degrees of the class of recursively enumerable sets 
(denoted RE), of the class of sets in U h, O DTIME [2”“] (denoted EXP) and of NP. As 
usual, let DSPACE [logo”’ n] = (J,, a O DSPACE [logh n] and DTIME [2”g”““] = 
Uh a O DSPACE [21°ghn 1. We prove that the class of r.e. sets that are p-creative for 
P (or for DTIME [n“], any fixed k) with length increasing productive function is 
DSPACE [log’“’ n]-meagre, hence DTIME [2’ogo”‘“]-meagre. Since RE, EXP have 
p-m-complete sets that are p-li-creative for P (“li” stands for length-increasing), and 
NP has p-m-complete sets that are p-li-creative for DTIME [nk], and since p-li- 
creativeness for P is preserved under p-isomorphism, it follows that if the above 
results on the topological size of p-m-complete degrees of RE, EXP or NP could be 
improved by extending DTIME [2’@ “1 to DTIME [210go”“‘], then we would obtain 
that the p-m-complete degree of RE, EXP or NP do not collapse to a single 
p-isomorphism type. It is known (see [12]) that the noncollapse of the p-m-complete 
degree of RE implies P # NP and the non-collapse of the EXP-complete p-m-degree 
implies P # UP. 
What is the significance of these results? First, they have an intrinsic value from the 
point of view of the currently growing theory of effective measure and topological size 
in computational complexity (for starting pointers in the literature see, for abstract 
complexity theory, the articles by Calude and Zimand [2,3] and, for structural 
complexity theory, the articles by Lutz [13,14], Mayordomo [lSJ, Fenner [4], 
Allender and Strauss [l], Zimand [17]). 
Beside this, the above results have a certain technical relevance. Consider, for 
example, the following question raised by Joseph and Young [S]: does there exist 
a natural k such that all NP-complete problems are p-creative for DTIME [n”]? They 
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conjecture that the answer is no and suggest hat answering this problem would be 
a valuable step toward solving the p-isomorphism problem for NP. Now, consider 
a diagonalization approach to the more modest problem of separating NP-complete 
problems and sets that are p-li-creative for DTIME [nk]. In the diagonalization 
approach, one constructs an NP-complete set by permanently extending a finite 
binary string, which in the limit will be the characteristic sequence of the set. At each 
extension step, we rule out some sets that are p-li-creative for DTIME [nk] to have the 
same characteristic sequence as the string we construct, in such a way that, again in 
the limit, no set that is p-li-creative for DTIME [nk] is equal to the set represented by 
the infinite binary string that has been built. In order to make this strategy succeed, 
the class of NP-complete sets must be “generic” for the type of extension considered, 
i.e., no matter how a finite string u is extended to w according to our extension 
strategy, there should be an NP-complete set that is an extension of w. But this is 
exactly the statement hat NP-complete sets are second category relative to a given 
extension strategy. In consequence, if we want to separate the class of NP-complete 
sets from some other class by this sort of diagonalization, we must analyze for what 
r and what topology (these are the features that define the extension strategy) the 
class of NP-complete sets is r-second category. 
The topology considered in this work corresponds to one-sided diagonalization, 
which means that in order to diagonalize against a language L it is necessary to find 
a string that is not in L and to add that string to the diagonalizing set. In the two- 
sided diagonalization it is necessary to find a string x whose membership status to 
L is known with certainty and then to either restrict it from or insert it into 
the diagonalizing set depending on whether XEL or x $ L. From one point of 
view, one-sided diagonalization is more flexible than two-sided diagonalization. 
It is sufficient to find an interval I of strings that is guaranteed to contain at least 
one string in L (without knowing which one) in order to be able to diagonalize 
against L. 
Our results show the one-sided diagonalization capabilities of complete p-m-de- 
grees. Namely, by one-sided diagonalization we can separate complete p-m-degrees 
from classes that are DTIME[2’ogh”] -meagre, for some h, and, most probably, this is 
the best one can do. Returning to the question of Joseph and Young, it can be said 
that there is no hope of separating by one-sided diagonalization NP p-m-complete 
sets from the class of sets that are p-creative for DTIME [nk] before proving the non- 
p-isomorphism of NP p-m-complete sets. The same is true for the attempt o separate 
NP p-m-complete sets from paddable sets. 
2. Definitions and notation 
The definitions and notations of complexity classes are as in the standard textbook 
of Hopcroft and Ullman [7]. We consider sets of strings over the alphabet C = (0, 11. 
The strings in C* are lexicographically ordered and we denote s1 = 1, sz = 0, s3 = 1, 
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s4 = 00, . . . The length of a string xoZ* is denoted by 1 x 1 and for i d )x 1, x(i) is the ith 
bit of x. Note that 1 s, I = Llog, n]. A function f: Z* + C* is 
l length increasing (li) if for all x, If(x) I > Ix 1, 
l polynomially honest if there exists a polynomial p such that, for all x, 
Pw-(x)1) a- 1x1, 
l p-invertible if it is polynomial time computable, one-one, onto, and its inverse is 
also polynomial time computable. 
A set A is m-reducible to a set B if there is a polynomial time computable function 
f: C* + Z* such that for all XEC*, XE A if and only iff(x)EB. A set A is p-isomorphic to 
a set B if A is m-reducible to B via a reduction function that is p-invertible. If C is 
a class of sets, a set A is C p-m-complete if AEC and all BEC are m-reducible to A. 
A p-m-degree is an equivalence class under the m-reducibility relation. A p-m-degree 
collapses if all its elements are pairwise p-isomorphic. Let MS,, M,,, . . . be a fixed 
enumeration of all Turing machines. A set A is p-creative (see [16]) for P if there exists 
a polynomial-time computable functionf, which is called a p-productive function such 
that 
(V~‘)[L(M,,)EP * [f(si) is defined and [L(M,,) G A * f(si)EA - ~5(&)]]], 
where 2 denotes the complement of A. In case the p-productive function is also length 
increasing, we say that A is p-li-creative for P. In the similar obvious way we can define 
the notions of p-creative or p-k-creative for r, for any complexity class r. A set A is 
honestly paddable if’ there exists a function pad: C* x C* + C* that is (1) polynomial- 
time computable, (2) polynomially honest, (3) one-one in its second argument and (4) 
satisfies XEA if and only if pud(x, y)eA, for all x, yeZ*. Let r be a complexity class for 
functions. A class of sets C is r$rst category (or r-meagre) if C = uj a ,,Cj, and there 
exists a recursive function f: N x C* --t C* such that for allj, (i)f(j;)or, (ii) u is a prefix 
off(j, v) for all veZ* and (iii) Cj n Uf,, “) = 8, for all ueC*, where for all uoC*, 
U” = {WEF [Vi < IUI [u(i) = 1 * w(i) = l]}. 
The class C is r-second category if it is not r-meagre. 
Note that the function f as a whole is only required to be recursive, but its 
projections obtained by fixing the first argument should be in r. 
3. Results 
It is known from [17] that if C $Z P, then the class of C p-m-complete sets (even 
p-Turing complete sets) is recursively meagre. The first result states that, for all heN, 
21°ghn is not sufficient ime for witnessing meagerness of any p-m-degree. 
Theorem 1. Let C be a p-m degree. For all heN, C is DTIME[210gk “]-second category. 
Proof. We need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 1. Let heN and C be as above. There exists A in C such that for infinitely 
many n 
{ s,,s,+~, . . . . s2wn} G A. 
Proof. Let B be in C. We build a set A in C which has the desired property. We first 
define a set A’ which is defined by moving the strings in B a specified polynomially 
bounded distance in such a way that A’ contains gaps whose cardinalities eventually 
surpass 21°gh “. Then we fill these gaps and thus construct A. We define inductively the 
sequence {ni}ieN of integers by no = 0, ni+r = 2”i. For each kN, let mi = nf+l and 
Ii be the set of strings having length in the interval { ni, ni + 1, . . . , ni + 1 - l}. We split 
each set li into subsets having all strings of consecutive 2mi lengths, except hat the last 
two subsets are joined. Thus, the last subset is larger than the other ones but still 
bounded in the above sense to 4mi consecutive lengths. Let .I\, J:, . . . , J&i, be these 
subsets (k(i) is (L(ni+l - ni)/2mi J - 1)). We split further Jf into 2 subsets, J:, 1, Jf , 2, 
consisting each of all strings of consecutive mi lengths in the normal order (i.e., J’;, 1 is 
the left “half” and Jf,z is the right “half” of J:). Our goal is to empty Ji, 1. We perform 
the following translations (see Fig. 1): 
Ji moves into .I:, 
J: moves into .I;, 
Jf(i,- 1 moves into J&i], 
J:(i, moves into .Jit:. 
Fig. 1. The displacement of subsets in Ii. 
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By “move” we mean that if string x is in B and x is in, say, Jf , then we append 2mi O’s 
to the left of x and put the new string into A’. Let us see how far we move the strings of 
B. The strings which remain inside Ii (i.e., the strings in Ji , J:, . . . , J:(i) _ 1) are moved 
a distance 2mi = 2nft ’ and they all have length larger than ni. In consequence these 
strings are moved a polynomially bounded distance (more precisely: the length of the 
string introduced in A’ is polynomially bounded in the length of the string it comes 
from). It remains to analyze the displacement of the strings in J&i). They move 
a distance bounded by 4mi + mi+ 1 = 4n:’ ’ + nF+‘/ = 410ght ’ nit 1 + nt+‘/. But their 
length is greater or equal than ni + i - 4mi = ni f i - 4 log”+ ’ ni + 1. In consequence, the 
strings in J:, are also moved a distance which is polynomially bounded in their 
length. We have to show that there is room in Jilt; to accomodate all strings in J&i). 
Indeed, Jilt: consists of all strings having length in the interval (%+I + 
miti,...,niti +2mi+1- l}, so of mi+l consecutive lengths starting with length 
ni+ 1 + mi+ 1. On the other hand, J:(i) consists at most of all strings having consecutive 
lengths starting with nit i - 4mi and ending with nit 1 - 1. Since, as one can easily 
check, mi + 1 > 4mi for i 3 3, the conclusion follows. Note also that one can compute in 
polynomial time, given a string x, what is the string x’ to which x is moved and 
vice-versa, given x’ we can reobtain x in polynomial time. In conclusion, the set A’ is 
p-m-equivalent to B and, thus, is in C. The next step is to construct set A by 
A= A’u (x~xEJ’~,~, for some ij 
So, A is A’ plus all strings in all sets Ji, 1. Clearly, A is also in C. Next we look at 
indices of strings m Jf, 1 (which are all in A). The first one has index 2”i and the last one 
has index 2n:t’ - 1. Ifq(n) = 2@” then q(P) < 2”:” - 1, for sufficiently large ni. The 
conclusion follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1 (conclusion). Suppose that C is DTIME[2’“~““]-meagre. Then 
there exists the decomposition C = UjCj and a functionf: N x C* + C* such that for 
allj, jj(.) =f(j;) is DTIME[2’“ghn] -computable and Cj is nowhere dense via fj. By 
Lemma 1 there is a set AE C such that for infinitely many n {s,, s, + 1, . . . , sp+~ “} G A. 
There is a j such that AEC~. Fix n such that 2’ log’ ” < 21°gh” and 
1 s”,s”+i, . . ..sz’“‘~-“” > E A. Consider v = A( . . . A(s,), where A(.) is the charac- 
teristic function of the set A. Since fj( *) is computable in deterministic 2’ i”gh ” time, it 
follows that Ifi 1 < 2c1“ght’ I” < 21°ght’ ‘“1. It follows that for all i < I&(v)1 if 
h(v)(i) = 1 then A(q) = 1, SO AEU~~(“). But this contradicts UfjcVj n Cj = 8. Cl 
Our next results indicate that any improvement of the above theorem for C p-m- 
complete degrees, where C is RE, EXP or NP, would imply the noncollapse of that 
degree. Our first step involves the topological size of the class of sets that are 
p-li-creative for P. 
Proposition 1. The class of recursively enumerable sets that are p-l&creative for P is 
DSPACE [logo”’ n]-meagre. 
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Proof. Let {fj}jsN b e an enumeration of all polynomial time, length increasing 
functions such that fj is computable in time bounded by nj + j. We denote 
C = {A 1 A is r.e. and A is p-h-creative for P> 
and 
Cj = {A 1 A is r.e. and A is p-h-creative for P via fj} . 
Clearly C = IJj a ,, Cj. We show that Cj is nowhere dense via a witness function which 
is in DSPACE [log’(‘) n]. Let AECj and ueC*. Let g be a polynomial time, length- 
increasing function with the properties (1) L(M,,,,) = L(M.Ju {h(x)}, (2) if M, is 
a machine running in polynomial time, then MBcX) is also a machine running in 
polynomial time and (3) Is(x)1 < ~1x1 for all x, where c is some constant. The 
existence of such a function follows by the complexity-bounded version of the s-m-n 
theorem (for example see [16]). Let w. be such that L(M,,) = 8 and M,,,, is a poly- 
nomial time machine. Since 0 E 2 it follows that fj(WO)EA\L(Mw,). Then 
UM,,,,,) = UXwo)> c A- I n consequenceh(g(wo))EA\L(M,(,,,) and L(M,2,,,,) = 
{fi(wo), fi(g(wo))} E A. By iterating this process Lloglul J + 1 times, we obtain 
a sequence of distinct strings 
fj(wo), fi(s(wo))9 fi(s2(wo)), . ..J&?(WO))? (1) 
which are all in A and for all k, Ifj(gk(wo))l > k. (This is a consequence of the fact that 
both fj and g are length increasing.) Denote by h the minimal k such that 
fj(gk(wo)) > s,+ (s,“, is the last string represented in a.) For k = 1,2, . . . . h - 1, 
Ifi(gk(wo))l < log Iv1 which implies lgk(wo)l c log I uI (since fj is length increasing), 
and lgh(wo)l < clgh-‘(wo)l d cloglu(. We conclude that Ifi(gh(wo))l < (cloglul)j 
+ j, so the index i. in the lexicographical ordering of C* of the stringfj(gh(wo)) has 
value i. < 2@‘Og l’l)‘+j - 1. We define the witness function m by 
m(r) = rlio-l”l, 
where i. is the index of fj(gh(wO)) computed above. We check that m is in 
DSPACE [logo”’ n] . Each iteration is computed in time bounded by (log I u I )j + j 
and there are Llog I u I J + 1 iterations. In consequence, this phase can be done in 
logjf2 I u I space. In the next phase m(u) can be written on the output tape without 
using more workspace. Now, if AECj, we have seen that siO $ A, but for all BE&(,), 
siOEB. In conclusion Cj n U,,+) = 0, as desired. 0 
A similar result holds for polynomially honest paddable sets. 
Proposition 2. The class of nontrivial (i.e., not equal to C*), polynomially honest 
paddable sets is DSPACE [logo(‘) n]-meagre. 
Proof. Let { padj}jeN be an enumeration of all polynomial time, polynomially honest 
functions of two arguments uch that padj is computable in time bounded by ni + j 
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and let (Pj}jEN be a related enumeration of polynomials such that pj( 1 padj(x, y) I) > 
) x 1 + I y I, for all x, y~c*. We denote 
C = (A I A is re., A # C*, and A is honestly paddable) 
and 
Cci,j> = {A I A is r.e., si 4 A, and A is honestly paddable via padj} y 
We have C = ujC<,,> and we show that C<i,j> is nowhere dense via a 
DSPACE [logo”’ n] function. Define h(x) = padj(x,OP.‘(‘x’)+l). Then l&(x)1 > 1x1 
and if AEC<~,~) for some i, then for all XEZ*, XE A if and only iffj(X)E A. Clearly& can 
be computed in polynomial time. Consider UE,Z* such that slUl > si. Now, observe that 
since si $ A, it follows thath(si) $ A, fj(fj(Si)) 4 A, . . . ,f’(Si) $ A, for all ke Ar. Sincefj is 
length increasing, all the above elements are distinct. Let h be such that fih(si) > sI Vi 
andf,h-‘(sJ < ~1~1. We have jf~-‘(sJl < loglul which implies lf!‘(Si)l < (loglu()j +j. 
Now we can continue as in Proposition 1. 0 
Lemma 2. If A is p-C-creative for P and B is p-isomorphic to A, then B is p-k-creative 
for P. 
Proof. Let r be the length increasing productive function of A andf be the function 
witnessing the p-isomorphism of A and B. There exists a polynomial 4 such that for all 
x, if I y I 2 q( 1 x I) then If- l(y) ) > I x 1. (This is a consequence of the fact that f is also 
polynomial time computable.) By applying the s-m-n theorem we get a polynomial 
time computable function g such that for all i, L(i14,~,~,) = f(L(M,,)). If necessary, we 
pad g in order to make it satisfy Is(i) I > q( I Si I) for all i. Now 
So,f- ‘(r(g(si))) is a polynomial time productive function for B. Moreover since r is 
length increasing, lr(g(si))l > lg(si)l > q(lsil) an in consequence If-‘(r(g(si)))l > d 
1~~1. In conclusion, B is a p-creative for P set with a length increasing productive 
function. q 
Observation: The above lemma remains true if we assume that A has a p-honest 
productive function. 
Let K = {x 1 M,(x)halts), i.e., K is the “halting problem”, a set well-known to be 
p-m-complete for RE. 
Lemma 3. The cluss of sets p-isomorphic to K is DSPACE [logo(‘-meagre. 
Proof. It is easy to check that K is p-creative for P with the p-honest function 
id(x) = x as the productive function. By the preceding lemma, the class of sets 
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p-isomorphic to K is included in the class of sets that are p-Ii-creative for P. Now the 
conclusion follows from Proposition 1. q 
Lemma 4. Let A be an EXP p-m-complete set. Then the class of sets p-isomorphic to 
A is DSPACE [logo”’ n]-meagre. 
Proof. It is shown in [16] that a set is p-m-complete for EXP if and only if it is 
p-creative for P via a length increasing productive function. Now we can reason as in 
the preceding lemma. 0 
Lemma 5. There exists a set A which is NP p-m-complete such that the class of sets 
p-isomorphic to A is DSPACE [logo(‘-meagre. 
Proof. In [S] sets that are NP p-m-complete and p-li-creative for DTIME [nk] are 
constructed. For example, A = { si 1 TIME M,, d 1 Si 1 2 + 1 Si I } is NP p-m-complete and 
p-li-creative for the class DTIME [n], where by TIMEw we denote the running time 
function of machine M. Since an analogue of Proposition 1 can be proven with 
P substituted by DTIME [n], the conclusion follows as in the previous lemmas. 0 
Theorem 2. Let C be RE, EXP or NP. If the C p-m-complete degree is 
DTIME [ 2’@” ’ ]-second category, then it does not collapse. 
Proof. If C is DTIME [2’Ogo”’ ” ]-second category, then it is also DSPACE [logo(‘) 
second category. Now use Lemmas 3,4,5. 0 
No complete p-m-degree that is noncollapsing is known. There are relativized 
worlds in which noncollapsing complete p-m-degrees for various classes exist (see 
[S, 9,6,11]). In all these constructions, the noncollapse is achieved by building an 
oracle relative to which there is a C p-m-complete set A having large gaps, i.e., such 
that there are infinitely many n with { XE A I n < 1 x I < 2”) = 0. Our next proposition, 
which is a “folklore” result, shows that full long intervals also guarantee noncollapse. 
By an interval, we mean a set of strings that are contiguous in the lexicographical 
order. 
Proposition 3. Let C be RE, EXP, or NP and u a superpolynomial function. If there 
exists a C p-m-complete set A such that for infinitely many n, 
{x~C*In<Ixl<u(n)}cA 
then the C p-m-complete degree does not collapse. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, one can show that under the above hypothesis, 
the class of C p-m-complete sets is DSPACE [logo”’ n]-second category. Then, using 
Lemmas 3, 4, 5, the result follows. 0 
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4. Open problems 
Some open problems are raised by the last result. Consider the assumption that, for 
some complexity class C, there exists no p-m-complete set A having infinitely many 
full intervals (i.e., all strings in the intervals belong to A) that are superpolynomially 
long. Does this assumption imply the noncollapse of the C p-m-complete degree? 
Probably the answer is no. However, it seems difficult to prove this even in relativized 
worlds. The problem is to build an oracle A such that there are nonisomorphic NPA 
p-m-complete sets, yet no NP p-m-complete set has full intervals of superpolynomial 
length. In Proposition 3 the set A has long intervals in which it is equal to C*. In the 
oracle constructions quoted before Proposition 3, NP p-m-complete sets having long 
intervals in which they are equal to 0 are used for proving the noncollapse of the NP 
p-m-complete degree. What happens if an NP-complete set looks like an arbitrary set 
in P for long intervals infinitely many times? Does this imply the noncollapse of the 
NP p-m-complete degree? If the set in P is a subset of the NP complete set, then the 
answer is yes. Indeed, consider A an NP p-m-complete set, let B E A be a set in P, and 
suppose that there exists a superpolynomial function u such that for infinitely many n. 
Then Ai = A - B is also NP p-m-complete and has superpolynomials gaps. This 
easily implies the noncollapse of the NP p-m-complete degree (for example, see [lo]). 
By using the methods of this paper and the relativized topology from [17] one can 
show that the assertion is true for the sets B in P having the following property: there 
exists an NP p-m-complete set A such that f(A) E B, for all p-invertible functions 
f (i.e., B is a superset of all sets that are p-isomorphic to A). The question for B an 
arbitrary set in P seems to be interesting. 
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